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We describe how to use new reduced size polynomial approximations for the numerical
solution of the Poisson equation over hypercubes. Our method is based on a non-standard
Galerkin method which allows test functions which do not verify the boundary conditions.
Numerical examples are given in dimensions up to 8 on solutions with different smooth-
ness using the same approximation basis for both situations. A special attention is paid on
conditioning problems.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to use a sparse Chebyshev polynomial basis [1] to obtain, at a reasonable computational cost,
very accurate approximations of the solution of the Poisson equation over hypercubes. These approximations are computed
by means of a hybrid variational formulation [2]. We pay a special attention to numerical comparisons between our sparse
basis and the standard tensor product one.
Spectralmethods [3,4] have been developed for awide range of partial differential equations. They rely on tensor product
approximations on several polynomial bases. They are especially efficient for smooth solutions on simple geometries. In the
case of the Poisson equation in dimension Q over a hypercube D = [−1, 1]Q , the most commonly used bases are the
Legendre and the Chebyshev polynomial ones. Even in such favourable situations, the complexity of the spectral methods
increases quickly with the dimension Q as the number of unknowns using the collocation method with tensor product
approximations of degree N becomes (N + 1)Q . Moreover for a general partial differential equation one has to solve a
plain linear symmetric system with a complexity of O((N + 1)2Q ) using for example an iterative method like the conjugate
gradientmethodwith orwithout preconditioning. In the case of the Poisson equation, it is possible to reduce this complexity
to O(Q (N + 1)Q+1) for either Legendre or Chebyshev polynomials [5,6]. The idea is to write the approximation on a basis
where the spectral matrix is sparse.
Anyhow it is worth considering approximations on different kinds of reduced size bases to solve these equations in order
to attenuate the dimensional effect. We can for example mention the work from Von Petersdorf and Schwab [7] where
sparse piecewise approximations are used to solve parabolic equations in high dimensions. Concerning the approximations
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of periodic smooth functions onQ -dimensional Fourier bases, Korobov spaces [8] have been introduced. They rely on a decay
of the Fourier coefficients am as
|am| ≤ C
(m˜1m˜2 · · · m˜Q )α
where m˜ = max(1, |m|). The constant C and the parameterα > 1 are linked to the smoothness of the integrand. The natural
choice is to keep only the coefficients belonging to the set{
m ∈ ZQ / (m˜1 · · · m˜Q ) ≤ d}
where d is the level of approximations. Unfortunately one has to transform the original integrand using the periodization
method to achieve such a decay for non-periodic functions. This periodization has a very bad effect on the constant C which
grows very quickly with α. Another difficulty is the numerical computation of the coefficients which is handled using lattice
rules in the purpose of numerical integration [9,10]. In the case of polynomial approximations, Novak and Ritter [11] have
developed a method to integrate polynomials such that their total degree is below a given value. Their method performs
very well for dimensions Q ≥ 8 and the integrand does not need to be periodic.
We have introduced in [12] polynomial spaces very similar to Korobov ones in a sense that the basis functions are chosen
in amultidimensional Chebyshev polynomial basis according to a criterion based on the product of the degree of the polyno-
mials of each variable. This basis has the same good properties than the previous Fourier basis but avoids the periodization
problems. Our criterion is also more selective compared to the one developed in [11] and is directly linked to the regularity
of the function to approximate. To compute the coefficients of an approximation on this basis, we have first used a sequen-
tial Monte Carlo algorithm [12] which was modified and improved by using quasi-Monte Carlo sequences [13]. The use of
Chebyshev polynomials combined with random drawings associated to the Chebyshev weight were crucial in these works.
We have finally replaced the algorithm by the least-square problem of fitting our Chebyshev polynomial approximation
model to some random, quasi-random points or quantified points [1]. This has led for instance to high accurate quadrature
formulae, but our concern here is numerical approximations. In Section 2, we summarize this method and give some nu-
merical examples on various functions up to dimension 10 which will be the solutions of the Poisson equations of Section 3.
We describe in this last section a numerical method to use our basis for the numerical solution of the Poisson equation
over a hypercube. This method is a variational formulation introduced in [2] which allows test functions not verifying the
boundary conditions. Numerical tests are given on solutions with different smoothness and dimensions. We also introduce
a new criterion to select our basis functions in order to reduce the condition number of the spectral matrix.
2. The approximation method
2.1. Description of the approximation
The Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) = cos(n arccos(x)) are the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner product
〈P,Q 〉 = ∫ 1−1 P(x)Q (x)√1−x2 dx. They verify the differential equation
d
dx
(√
1− x2T ′n(x)
)
+ n2 Tn(x)√
1− x2 = 0.
Using this equation, one can show that if f ∈ C2L([−1, 1]) the coefficients bn of its mean-square approximation on the
Chebyshev polynomials verify |bn| ≤ Cn2L , where C is a constant depending on f and L. The multidimensional interpolation
polynomial PN(f ) at the points yi = cos
( 2i+1
N+1
pi
2
)
of the Chebyshev grid writes
PN(f ) =
N∑
i1=0
N∑
i2=0
· · ·
N∑
iQ=0
αi1,i2,...,iQ Ti1(x1)Ti2(x2) · · · TiQ (xQ )
where the αi1,...,iQ are defined by
αi1,...,iQ =
piQ
Q∏
j=1
∥∥Tij∥∥22 (N + 1)Q
N∑
j1=0
· · ·
N∑
jQ=0
f (yj1 , . . . , yjQ )Ti1(yj1) · · · TiQ (yjQ ).
Furthermore, standard approximation results [3] show that
‖f − PN(f )‖2 ≤ CN2L
meaning that this approximation is really accurate especially when f is very smooth. However, this kind of approximation
is very sensitive to the dimensional effect as its complexity is an O(NQ ). Hence when the dimension Q increases one needs
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Table 1
Complexity of the approximation w.r.t. d and Q .
d L2,d l3,d L4,d L5,d L6,d
1 4 8 16 32 64
2 8 20 48 112 256
3 12 32 80 192 448
5 21 62 168 432 1072
7 31 98 280 752 1936
10 48 165 504 1432 3872
15 76 276 880 2592 7232
to consider other types of polynomial approximation which can also take advantage of the smoothness of the function f
but with a smaller complexity. Letting m̂ = max(1,m), we have proved in [12] that the coefficients bm of the mean-square
approximation in dimension Q verify, for another constant C1,
|bm| ≤ C1
(m̂1m̂2 · · · m̂Q )2L
still using the differential equation satisfied by the Tn for the Q integration variables. We can then give the approximation
f (x1, . . . , xQ ) =
∑
m∈WQ ,d
bmTm1(x1)Tm2(x2) · · · TmQ (xQ )+ r(x1, . . . , xQ )
where the setWQ ,d = {m ∈ NQ /(m̂1 · · · m̂Q ) ≤ d} corresponds to a level d of approximation and r(x1, . . . , xQ ) is the error
term. Some values of LQ ,d = card(WQ ,d) are given in Table 1.
Some theoretical results are described in [12] which can be summarized by the control on
∫
D r(t)
2dt . Under the previous
assumptions, ∀ε > 0 there is a constant CQ ,ε depending only on Q and ε such that
‖r‖2 ≤ CQ ,εd2L−0.5−ε .
The approximation of the function f writes
f (x1, x2, . . . , xQ ) '
∑
m∈WQ ,d
b˜mTm1(x1)Tm2(x2) · · · TmQ (xQ ).
We compute the LQ ,d coefficients bk belonging toWQ ,d using a programwhich tests ifm1m2 · · ·mQ ≤ d and stores the values
of these parameters in Q lists l1(k), l2(k), . . . , lQ (k). We also define c1(k) = 1l1(k)≥1, . . . , cQ (k) = 1lQ (k)≥1 which occur in
the following normalizations. As we create this lists, we also store in another vector l the unique value of k corresponding
to l1(k), l2(k), . . . , lQ (k). We now write
f (x1, x2, . . . , xQ ) '
LQ ,d∑
k=1
b˜kTl1(k)(x1)Tl2(k)(x2) · · · TlQ (k)(xQ ).
2.2. The least-square problem
We describe quickly the least-square method developed in [1] to compute the coefficients bk. For the sake of normaliza-
tion, we use a least-square problem weighted by the norms of the basis functions
J1 = 1M
M∑
i=1
LQ ,d∑
k=1
s˜k
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(k) Q∏
n=1
Tln(k)(X
(i)
n )− f (X (i)1 , . . . , X (i)Q )
2
with
s˜k = b˜k
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(k)
.
The idea is to fit our approximationmodel to its observation atM data points of coordinates (X (i)1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q ), i = 1, . . . ,M .
The minimization of J1 is equivalent to the resolution of the system B˜s = qwith
Bk,j =
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(k)+cn(j)
M
M∑
i=1
Q∏
n=1
Tln(k)(X
(i)
n )Tln(j)(X
(i)
n )
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and
qk =
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(k)
M
M∑
i=1
Q∏
n=1
Tln(k)(X
(i)
n )f (X
(i)
1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q ).
The accuracy of the approximation depends on the condition number of the least-square matrix B using the inequality
‖s− s˜‖ ≤ ‖B‖ ‖B−1‖ ‖r‖‖q‖ ‖s‖. The relative error in quadratic norm is
‖s− s˜‖2
‖s‖2 ≤
‖B‖2
∥∥B−1∥∥2
√
CQ ,ε
‖q‖2 d2L−0.5−ε
.
If the data points X (i) are random variables with density
w(x) =
Q∏
i=1
1
pi
√
1− x2i
1[−1,1](xi)
then the coefficients Bk,j go to δkj with M because these coefficients are integrals computed by means of a Monte Carlo
method. The speed of convergence toward the identity matrix is bounded by C√
N
. The use of Chebyshev polynomials enables
a uniform bound of this speed independent of d and Q that is C ≤ 1. This crucial property is a straightforward consequence
of the fact that these polynomials are uniformly bounded by 1. It has been observed for example in [12] that the constant
C increases very quickly with d and Q when using Legendre polynomial basis. As mentioned in the introduction, it can be
efficient to replace this Monte Carlo approximation by an approximation using Quasi-Monte Carlo sequences [14,15,10] as
their rate of convergence for numerical integration is a O
(
ln(N)Q−1
N
)
. Another similar point of view is to find the best way to
represent with M points the density w(x) according to some criterion. Using the competitive learning vector quantization
algorithm [16], we have computed theM points in Dminimizing the functional
J(M) = min
(∫
D
inf
1≤i≤M
|x− xi|2w(x)dx : {x1, x2, . . . , xM ∈ D}
)
.
We have made some tests on pseudo-random linear generator, Halton sequences, Sobol sequences and points built from
optimal quadratic quantization. On some basic examples in dimension 3, the quantization points appeared to be the most
efficient just before the Halton sequences. However, these points are difficult to build in practice and one can also choose a
hybrid strategy to build the quadrature points: make some steps of the competitive learning vector quantization algorithm
initialized by Halton sequences.
2.3. Numerical integration and approximation
The first possibility to compute the coefficients b˜k of the approximation
f (x1, x2, . . . , xQ ) '
LQ ,d∑
k=1
b˜kTl1(k)(x1)Tl2(k)(x2) · · · TlQ (k)(xQ )
is to solve the linear system B˜s = q which has to be done for each different function. A cheaper way to do it is to store the
Cholesky factorization of the matrix B once and for all. An even more efficient way is to build quadrature formulae for the
numerical approximation of all the coefficients b˜k and as for the numerical approximation I˜(f ) of
I(f ) =
∫
[−1,1]Q
f (x)dx.
We first compute numerically the inverse matrix B−1 and we write s = B−1q to obtain
s˜k =
LQ ,d∑
j=1
B−1kj qj =
LQ ,d∑
j=1
B−1kj
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(j)
M
M∑
i=1
Q∏
n=1
Tln(k)(X
(i)
n )f (X
(i)
1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q )
that is
s˜k =
M∑
i=1
LQ ,d∑
j=1
B−1jk
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(j)
M
Q∏
n=1
Tln(k)(X
(i)
n )f (X
(i)
1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q ).
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Table 2
Numerical approximation sparse basis Q = 3.
d L3,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef1 (I) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) ef2 (I)
3 32 2× 10−4 2× 10−3 1× 10−3 9× 10−4 1× 10−2 7× 10−4
5 62 8× 10−5 1× 10−5 3× 10−5 8× 10−4 2× 10−5 8× 10−5
7 98 1× 10−5 3× 10−5 5× 10−6 1× 10−4 9× 10−4 1× 10−5
10 165 2× 10−7 4× 10−7 1× 10−8 1× 10−4 6× 10−5 2× 10−6
15 276 2× 10−7 6× 10−8 2× 10−8 3× 10−5 2× 10−5 4× 10−6
30 700 1× 10−10 3× 10−10 4× 10−11 4× 10−6 6× 10−7 7× 10−8
60 1702 6× 10−14 2× 10−13 4× 10−14 6× 10−7 3× 10−8 3× 10−9
Then, we have
b˜k =
M∑
i=1
λi,kf (X
(i)
1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q )
with
λi,k =
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(k)
LQ ,d∑
j=1
B−1jk
√
2
Q∑
n=1
cn(j)
M
Q∏
n=1
Tln(k)(X
(i)
n ).
If we are interested in numerical integration, we finally have
I˜(f ) =
LQ ,d∑
k=1
b˜k
Q∏
n=1
∫ 1
−1
Tln(k)(x)dx =
M∑
i=1
αif (X
(i)
1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q )
with
αi =
LQ ,d∑
k=1
λi,k
Q∏
n=1
∫ 1
−1
Tln(k)(x)dx.
We have observed no significant difference between the two numerical integration procedures on some numerical tests.
Hence we use the quadrature formulae for the computations of all the coefficients b˜k of the approximation and for I˜(f ). This
means that the coefficients λi,k and αi are computed and stored once and for all.
2.4. Numerical results
In this section, we give some numerical examples of approximations of functions in dimension 3 to 5 which will be the
analytical solutions of the Poisson equations studied in Section 3. This will show the accuracy of our approximation method
and will also allow us to check the efficiency of our method of resolution of the partial differential equations. As a first
example, we use the functions
f1(x) = exp
(
1
Q
Q∑
i=1
xi
)
which are obviously very smooth. As a second example, we build less regular functions f2 having an exact degree 2 of
smoothness. In dimension one, f2 is the cubic spline approximation of the function cos
( x
2
)
on [−1, 1] at 7 equidistant points.
In dimension Q , the functions f2 are built using tensor products of this spline. We now give some numerical examples
from dimension 3 to 5 letting respectively the absolute errors eh
( 1
2
)
, eh(0), eh(I) for a function h at the reference points( 1
2 , . . . ,
1
2
)
, (0, . . . , 0) and on the integral over the domain [−1, 1]Q . The LQ ,d coefficients are computed using [2.5× LQ ,d]
points built from Halton sequences. This particular choice was shown to be both robust and cheap in [1].
The results for Q = 3 for the sparse basis and the tensor product basis are given respectively in Tables 2 and 3. The
approximations of both functions are really accurate. We achieve for example an accuracy of 10 digits on the approximation
of f1 and 6 digits on the approximation of f2 when d = 30. The corresponding number of basis functions is 700. As a
comparison, we also give the same kind of results using the approximation on the tensor product Chebyshev interpolation
polynomials of degree N with matrix size SN = (N + 1)3.
We observe that the approximation results are slightly more accurate for the function f1 but really less accurate for the
function f2. For example, when N = 7 which corresponds to 512 basis functions, we achieve an accuracy of 10 digits on the
approximation of f1 but only 3 digits on the approximation of f2. This means that the reduced basis is less sensitive to the
smoothness of the functions than the usual tensor product Chebyshev interpolation. This has been already observed in [1]
and as our basis is also a lot less sensitive to the dimensional effect, we only keep it for higher dimensions.
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Table 3
Numerical approximation tensor basis Q = 3.
N SN ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef1 (I) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) ef2 (I)
3 64 1× 10−4 9× 10−4 5× 10−4 4× 10−3 3× 10−2 2× 10−2
5 216 3× 10−7 3× 10−7 2× 10−7 1× 10−3 2× 10−3 6× 10−4
7 512 1× 10−10 2× 10−10 1× 10−10 1× 10−3 1× 10−3 3× 10−4
10 1331 3× 10−14 5× 10−14 2× 10−14 5× 10−4 3× 10−4 7× 10−5
Table 4
Numerical approximation sparse basis Q = 4.
d L4,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef1 (I) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) ef2 (I)
3 80 4× 10−4 1× 10−3 2× 10−4 1× 10−2 2× 10−2 1× 10−3
5 168 8× 10−6 4× 10−6 5× 10−6 8× 10−4 8× 10−4 6× 10−4
7 280 2× 10−6 1× 10−5 5× 10−6 1× 10−3 8× 10−4 3× 10−4
10 504 1× 10−7 1× 10−7 2× 10−7 2× 10−4 6× 10−5 2× 10−5
15 880 3× 10−8 4× 10−8 1× 10−9 5× 10−5 6× 10−5 1× 10−5
30 2453 2× 10−10 3× 10−10 1× 10−12 6× 10−6 3× 10−6 4× 10−7
Table 5
Numerical approximation sparse basis Q = 5.
d L5,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef1 (I) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) ef2 (I)
2 112 7× 10−3 4× 10−3 1× 10−3 2× 10−2 3× 10−2 4× 10−2
3 192 9× 10−5 4× 10−4 8× 10−4 5× 10−3 3× 10−2 1× 10−2
5 432 2× 10−5 9× 10−6 8× 10−6 5× 10−3 2× 10−3 2× 10−3
7 752 1× 10−6 5× 10−6 6× 10−6 2× 10−3 3× 10−3 7× 10−4
10 1432 6× 10−8 4× 10−8 5× 10−9 3× 10−4 4× 10−5 8× 10−5
15 2592 5× 10−8 1× 10−8 4× 10−9 7× 10−5 2× 10−5 2× 10−5
We now turn to dimension 4, see Table 4. Once again, we obtain a good accuracy on the approximations. The number of
basis functions L4,d is about 3 times greater than L3,d.
Finally in dimension 5, we give the results in Table 5. We still obtain a good accuracy on the approximations. The com-
plexity of the approximation L5,d is about 3 times greater than L4,d.
3. The hybrid Galerkin formulation
3.1. Introduction
The basis functions considered in our approximations do not verify automatically the boundary conditions. In order to
use them as test functions anyway, we adopt here a hybrid variational formulation which was proposed in [2] following the
ideas of the Nitsche method [17–19]. This hybrid variational formulation for the Poisson equation
−1u = f
in a domain D ⊂ <d with boundary conditions u = g on Γ = ∂Dwrites∫
D
∇u.∇vdx−
∫
Γ
(
∂u
∂n
v + ∂v
∂n
u
)
ds =
∫
D
f vdx−
∫
Γ
g
∂v
∂n
ds
where v is a test function. In the original method, a penalization term of the form r
∫
Γ
uvds is added to the left-hand side of
the variational formulation in order to enforce the coercivity of the symmetric bilinear form. It is shown in [2] that in the case
of elliptic problems, it is not necessary to add this penalization term to obtain the uniqueness and the convergence of the
solution of the discretized problem. However, the stiffness matrix is no longer positive but is still inversible. We can point
out that for test functions vanishing on the boundary, this formulation is exactly the same as the classical one. This method
has already been used with various test functions like finite elements which do not respect the shape of the boundary or
with wavelets but yet only on problems written in D ⊂ <d with d ≤ 3. Moreover, there is no loss of accuracy of using this
method, unlike a technique using a penalized Galerkin formulation for example.
The test functions used here are product of Chebyshev polynomials of each variables. We solve the Poisson equation
using different kinds of approximations based on these test functions. We first describe the variational formulations based
on these approximations. Finally, we introduce additional approximation spaces to overcome part of the bad conditioning
problems which appear when the size of the approximation space increases.
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3.2. Description of the variational formulations
We first make in detail the description of this formulation using different polynomial basis in the case of Dirichlet ho-
mogeneous boundary conditions on cubes that is g = 0 and Γ on D = [−1, 1]Q for Q = 1, 2, 3. Then, we describe shortly
how to extend this method to higher dimensions and to more general boundary conditions.
3.2.1. The one-dimensional case
In dimension one, the approximation of the solution writes
uN(x) =
N∑
k=0
αkTk(x)
where the coefficients αk are solutions of the N + 1 equations
N∑
k=0
αk(bk,j + γk,j) = βj
with
βj =
∫ 1
−1
f (x)Tj(x)dx, bk,j =
∫ 1
−1
T ′k(x)T
′
j (x)dx
and
γk,j = Tk(−1)T ′j (−1)+ Tj(−1)T ′k(−1)− Tk(1)T ′j (1)− Tj(1)T ′k(1).
As Tj(1) = 1, Tj(−1) = (−1)j, T ′j (1) = j2, T ′j (−1) = (−1)j+1j2, we have
γk,j =
(
(−1)k+j+1 − 1) (j+ k).
Letting ak,j = bk,j + γk,j, we have to solve the linear system Aα = β . As the matrix is not positive and definite, an LU
factorization appears as a good choice for the resolution. The coefficients bk,j can be computed exactly and stored once
and for all. The approximations of the coefficients βj are computed using quadrature formulae described in Section 2. More
precisely, we first obtain an approximation of the function of the form
f (x) '
N∑
k=0
ckTk(x)
where the ck are obtained via quadrature formulae. These quadratures can either be our quadratures or the usual quadratures
based on Gauss points. Then we have
βj '
∫ 1
−1
N∑
k=0
ckTk(x)Tj(x)dx '
N∑
k=0
cksk,j
with
sk,j =
∫ 1
−1
Tk(y)Tj(y)dy.
The coefficients bk,j and sk,j can be computed exactly and stored once and for all. They are also useful in higher dimensions.
3.2.2. The bidimensional case
We describe how to use the variational formulation on the reduced basis. The approximation of the solution writes
ud(x, y) =
L2,d∑
k=1
αkTl1(k)(x)Tl2(k)(y)
where the two lists l1(k) and l2(k) are used to locate to which basis functions the L2,d coefficients αk belonging to W2,d
correspond to. These coefficients αk are solutions of the L2,d equations
L2,d∑
k=1
αk(θk,j + γk,j) = βj
with
βj =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
f (x, y)Tl1(j)(x)Tl2(j)(y)dxdy
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and
θk,j = bl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j) + sl1(k),l1(j)bl2(k),l2(j).
We now compute the last term
γk,j =
∫
ΓD
∂Tl1(k)(x)Tl2(k)(y)
∂n Tl1(j)(x)Tl2(j)(y)+
∂Tl1(j)(x)Tl2(j)(y)
∂n Tl1(k)(x)Tl2(k)(y)ds
which is more complicated. We write ΓD = ∪i=1,4 Γi where the Γi are the 4 parts of the boundaries starting with Γ1 =
[−1, 1] × (−1) and so on. The integrals on the boundaries are respectively equal to
γ
(1)
k,j = −
(
Tl2(k)(−1)T ′l2(j)(−1)+ T ′l2(k)(−1)Tl2(j)(−1)
) ∫ 1
−1
Tl1(j)(x)Tl1(k)(x)dx
that is
γ
(1)
k,j = −sl1(k),l1(j)(−1)l2(k)+l2(j)+1
(
l2(j)2 + l2(k)2
)
,
then
γ
(2)
k,j = sl1(k),l1(j)
(
l2(j)2 + l2(k)2
)
, γ
(3)
k,j = sl2(k),l2(j)
(
l1(j)2 + l1(k)2
)
,
γ
(4)
k,j = −sl2(k),l2(j)(−1)l1(k)+l1(j)+1
(
l1(j)2 + l1(k)2
)
and finally
γk,j = −γ (1)k,j + γ (2)k,j + γ (3)k,j − γ (4)k,j .
The coefficients βj are computed using the quadrature formulae of Section 2. The approximation of f is
fd(x, y) =
L2,d∑
k=1
ckTl1(k)(x)Tl2(k)(y)
and hence
βj '
L2,d∑
k=1
cksl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j)
that is
βj '
L2,d∑
k=1
[2.5×L2,d]∑
i=1
λi,kf (X
(i)
1 , X
(i)
2 )sl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j)
where the weights λi,k and the points (X
(i)
1 , X
(i)
2 ) have been defined in Section 2. We can use the same methodology for the
formulation based on tensor product approximations of degree N . The size of the approximation space is (N + 1)2 instead
of L2,d, two new lists are created to locate the basis functions corresponding to each coefficients of the approximation and
the βj are computed using Gauss–Chebyshev product rules.
3.2.3. The tridimensional case
We describe only the approximation of the solution on the sparse basis which writes
ud(x, y) =
L3,d∑
k=1
αkTl1(k)(x)Tl2(k)(y)Tl3(k)(z).
The coefficients αk are solutions of the L3,d equations
L3,d∑
k=1
αk(θk,j + γk,j) = βj
with
βj =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
f (x, y, z)Tl1(j)(x)Tl2(j)(y)Tl3(j)(z)dxdydz
and
θk,j = bl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j)sl3(k),l3(j) + bl2(k),l2(j)sl1(k),l1(j)sl3(k),l3(j) + bl3(k),l3(j)sl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j).
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The coefficient γk,j is now a sum of 6 terms corresponding to each side of the cube [−1, 1]3. We have
γ
(1)
k,j = −sl1(k),l1(j)sl3(k),l3(j)(−1)l2(k)+l2(j)+1
(
l2(j)2 + l2(k)2
)
,
γ
(2)
k,j = sl1(k),l1(j)sl3(k),l3(j)
(
l2(j)2 + l2(k)2
)
,
γ
(3)
k,j = sl2(k),l2(j)sl3(k),l3(j)
(
l1(j)2 + l1(k)2
)
,
γ
(4)
k,j = −sl2(k),l2(j)sl3(k),l3(j)(−1)l1(k)+l1(j)+1
(
l1(j)2 + l1(k)2
)
,
γ
(5)
k,j = sl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j)
(
l3(j)2 + l3(k)2
)
,
γ
(6)
k,j = −sl1(k),l1(j)sl2(k),l2(j)(−1)l3(k)+l3(j)+1
(
l3(j)2 + l3(k)2
)
and finally
γk,j = −γ (1)k,j + γ (2)k,j + γ (3)k,j − γ (4)k,j + γ (5)k,j − γ (6)k,j .
The coefficients βj are computed in the same way than in dimension 2.
3.2.4. Extension to general problems
The extension of the method to problems in dimension Q with Dirichlet homogeneous boundary conditions is easy. The
coefficient θk,j is a sum of Q terms with first term equal to
bl1(k),l1(j)
Q∏
i=2
sli(k),li(j),
the coefficient γk,j is a sum of 2Q terms with first 2 terms equal to
−
Q∏
i6=2
sli(k),li(j)(−1)l2(k)+l2(j)+1
(
l2(j)2 + l2(k)2
)
and
Q∏
i6=2
sli(k),li(j)
(
l2(j)2 + l2(k)2
)
and the coefficients βj are computed using quadrature formulae in dimension Q . In the case of more general boundary
conditions, we also have to compute the terms∫
ΓN
gvds−
∫
ΓD
u0
∂v
∂n
ds.
We assume for the sake of simplicity that ΓN and ΓD are constituted of faces of the hypercube [−1, 1]Q . We use the same
method than for the computation of the βj. We compute approximations g˜ and u˜0 of the functions g and u0 on spaces of size
LQ−1,d and then we integrate exactly the products g˜v or u˜0 ∂v∂n . This last computation leads to integrate terms of the form∫ 1
−1
Tk(x)T ′j (x)dx
which are computed and stored once and for all.
3.3. Numerical results
We first study equations in dimension 3 with either a very smooth solution f1 or a less smooth solution f2. In Table 6,
the solutions are computed at the two reference points and we denote by κ(A) the condition number of the matrix A. Until
d = 15, the condition number κ(A) is relatively small and the approximate solution is as accurate as the expansion of the
exact solution on the same approximation basis. When d = 30 and even more when d = 60, κ(A) becomes too large which
perturbates the solutions. It is well known [3] that approximations on polynomials of high degree have a bad impact on
κ(A). In order to diminish κ(A), we change the approximation spaces by using an additional test which keeps only basis
functions of maximal degree of eachmonomial equal to 10.We denote by L′3,d the size of this space andwe build quadrature
formulae and approximations relative to this space using the least-square method of Section 2.
As a comparison, we study in Table 7 the previous example for d = 15, 30, 60. The condition number has really decreased
and is now only equal to 40015 when d = 60. This new criterion allows us to take larger values of d without having
bad conditioning problems especially for smooth solutions. Furthermore, the number of unknowns has also decreased
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Table 6
Numerical solution sparse basis Q = 3.
d L3,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) κ(A)
3 32 2× 10−4 1× 10−3 7× 10−3 3× 10−2 16
5 62 8× 10−5 1× 10−5 2× 10−3 2× 10−4 58
7 98 5× 10−6 2× 10−5 6× 10−4 1× 10−3 147
10 165 7× 10−8 1× 10−7 4× 10−5 3× 10−5 790
15 276 2× 10−8 3× 10−8 2× 10−5 7× 10−5 1111
30 700 4× 10−10 5× 10−9 1× 10−4 6× 10−5 2.8× 107
60 1702 7× 10−5 2× 10−4 2× 107 2× 107 7.1×1032
Table 7
Numerical solution sparse basis Q = 3: New criterion.
d L′3,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) κ(A)
15 216 2× 10−8 3× 10−8 3× 10−4 7× 10−4 409
30 400 4× 10−10 5× 10−9 2× 10−4 1× 10−4 3430
60 643 3× 10−12 1× 10−11 3× 10−5 2× 10−5 40015
Table 8
Numerical solution tensor basis Q = 3.
N (N + 1)3 ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) κ(A)
3 64 1× 10−4 9× 10−4 4× 10−3 4× 10−2 29
5 216 3× 10−7 3× 10−7 3× 10−3 2× 10−3 80
7 512 1× 10−10 2× 10−10 1× 10−3 1× 10−3 71
10 1331 3× 10−14 5× 10−14 6× 10−4 3× 10−5 145
Table 9
Numerical solution sparse basis Q = 4, 5.
d L4,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) κ(A)
3 80 1× 10−4 7× 10−4 7× 10−3 5× 10−2 44
5 168 3× 10−5 1× 10−5 2× 10−3 1× 10−3 260
7 280 2× 10−6 1× 10−5 9× 10−4 2× 10−3 666
10 504 5× 10−9 5× 10−8 3× 10−5 4× 10−5 6007
d L5,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef2
( 1
2
)
ef2 (0) κ(A)
3 192 5× 10−5 5× 10−4 9× 10−3 6× 10−2 126
5 432 1× 10−5 4× 10−6 4× 10−3 3× 10−3 1267
7 752 8× 10−7 5× 10−6 1× 10−3 5× 10−3 3273
10 1432 2× 10−9 3× 10−8 2× 10−4 2× 10−4 3.53×105
significantly. In Table 8, we look at tensor product approximations. No bad conditioning problems occur here as we have
only taken values of d ≤ 10. As noticed in Section 2, the accuracy on the smooth solutions is good but the accuracy on less
smooth solutions is really worse than with the sparse basis.
Moreover, the complexity of this method increases quickly with Q so we no longer use it in the last two examples in
dimensions 4 and 5 whose results are described in Table 9.
The approximate solutions are as accurate as the expansion of the exact solutions on the same approximation basis as
we have taken here only small values of d. Nevertheless these small values are sufficient to obtain accuracies of 8 or 9 digits
on the smooth solutions and 4 or 5 digits on the less smooth solutions.
3.4. Higher dimensions and complexity of the method
In the case of the smooth solutions or on even smoother solutions, we can still use this method in higher dimensions.
Indeed small values of d are sufficient to obtain a good approximation and the size of the spectral matrix is still not too large.
We performed all our computations usingMatlab© on a Transtec 1001L (2 Intel Xeon Dual Core 5150 2.667 GHz) with 16 Gb
(DDR2 FB667 MHz) of memory.
Our main problem was to built the quadratures used to compute the coefficients βj. For d = 5, because of memory
problems we were not able to go further than Q = 8 due to the size of the least-square matrix. In dimension Q = 8, we
obtain the following errors on the function f1 and on the new function f3 defined by f3(x) = f1(x/2) which is obviously
smoother (Table 10). We obtain a very good accuracy for these very small values of d especially for the function f3. Note that
in the case of a tensor product approximation, with d = 5, the size of the matrix would have been 68 = 1679 616 instead
of 6144 with our method. The complexity of the method depends mainly on the computation of the coefficients βj and on
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Table 10
Numerical solution sparse basis Q = 8.
d L8,d ef1
( 1
2
)
ef1 (0) ef3
( 1
2
)
ef3 (0) κ(A)
2 1280 2× 10−3 2× 10−4 2× 10−4 1× 10−5 5975
3 2304 1× 10−4 2× 10−4 5× 10−5 1× 10−5 4260
4 5120 4× 10−7 1× 10−6 2× 10−8 2× 10−8 1.3×105
5 6144 2× 10−6 1× 10−6 2× 10−8 8× 10−8 3.3×106
the resolution of the linear system which both are a O(L3Q ,d) as we use a direct method to solve this linear system. The CPU
time of resolution for d = 10 in dimension 4 was 0.52 s, 4.2 s for d = 10 in dimension 5 and 185 s for d = 5 in dimension 8.
Most of the CPU time is spent building the spectral matrix. We do not count in this CPU times the time of construction of the
quadratureswhichwe consider as preprocessing. They can still be reduced by somemore preprocessing for the computation
of the matrix coefficients or by using another method of resolution of the linear system. We could for example compute the
coefficients βj writing
βj '
[2.5×LQ ,d]∑
i=1
µi,jf (X
(i)
1 , . . . , X
(i)
Q )
with
µi,j '
LQ ,d∑
k=1
λi,ksl1(k),l1(j), . . . , slQ (k),lQ (j)
and by storing the coefficients µi,j.
4. Conclusion
We have described how to combine a hybrid variational formulation and a sparse polynomial basis for the numerical
approximations of the Poisson equation over hypercubes. The same formulation is used for solutions with different
smoothness. This method has provided a very accurate approximation of the solution whenever it is smooth on problems
in dimensions up to 8. This method can certainly be still efficient in higher dimensions if the solution is very smooth. Part
of the bad conditioning problems which happens with this method when the size of the sparse basis increases has been
handled by adding another criterion on the choice of the basis functions. Another idea to reduce the condition number of
the matrix is to use the stochastic spectral formulation introduced in [20]. One can certainly combine our method and the
method developed in [5,6] in order to obtain a sparse and reduced size spectral matrix. Concerning less smooth solutions,
one can also think of using piecewise sparse polynomial approximations in order to diminish the condition number of the
linear system.
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